Matty Wraith, a friend of Cameron Gosling: He was always friendly, good like on his scooter. We used to go on massive like treks just anywhere, just no bother at all. Just alright, personality’s class, everything.

I said a couple of days before, oh we’ll go swimming and then someone mentioned the river. And then on the Sunday, it was red hot so we decided to go down.

He jumped in and then he gasped for air and he started shouting help, so then that’s when we knew that he was in trouble.

I was alright at swimming, so was Cameron but obviously the river was a bit too strong. You just thought your initial thoughts were jump in and help him but, it didn’t end up good.

And it’s just not the same, not like the atmosphere, and like when we do stuff we just wish he was there.

Don’t go diving straight in, that’s like probably the worst thing you can do. Like go in slowly if you’re going to go in.